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GiftNow makes it easy for Businesses to 
give thoughtful, personal gifts at scale.

Employee gifts are often 
unremarkable.



Gifts can make employees feel valued—and 
motivate them to keep up the good work. 84% 
of employees said that receiving a gift from 
their company would make a positive impact.1  
But not all gifts are created equal. Too often, 
corporate gifts can be generic and 
disappointing.



A personal touch is what employees value 
most, but it’s tough to choose a personalized 
gift for someone you don’t know well. And 
that’s why so many corporate gifts are boring: 
Gifters don’t want to take risks, so they opt for 
a gift that’s safe, bland, and … unlikely to make 
a significant impact. 

GiftNow transforms Employee 
gifting. 



GiftNow’s Gift Experience Management™ (GXM) 
solution lets you recognize or recruit employees 
with thoughtful, personalized gifts that make 
them feel connected to the company. Imagine if 
your employees received a digitally delivered gift 
to celebrate their join the company or for a 
holiday. You might not know their size, but you 
could gift them a handsome fleece jacket 
anyway, and they could select their size or color 
before it shipped (or swap the jacket for a 
different item). Because digital gifts are 
delivered instantly, they’re also perfect for last-
minute gifting. You can reward an employee for 
a promotion or another important milestone the 
day it occurs. 
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1   Loop Commerce B2B and Consumer Research Report, September 2020
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HOLIDAY EMPLOYEE GIFTS

Create Collection

1. Curate a gift 
collection.

Happy Holidays! Thanks for 
being part of the team. 



2. They open 
their gift.

Select this

3. They select 
or modify.



 4. The gift 
arrives. 

How Corporate Gifting Works:
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Five things to look for in a Gift Experience Management 
(GXM) platform for Employee Gifting:

Visual greeting capabilities

A customized message makes the digital unboxing experience 

memorable and meaningful. Make sure your gifting solution lets you 

send a video message or personal greeting with your gifts.



The flexibility to gift branded swag, name 
brand gifts and gift cards

Don’t limit yourself to one kind of gift. Seek out a GXM platform that 

can offer a wide range of options, including corporate swag, gifts 

from popular brands, and gift cards. You can also add the option of 

donating the value of the gift to charity.



Concierge service

A high-quality GXM solution includes the support of experts who 

can help you hand-pick gifts for your recipients, troubleshoot any 

issues that arise, and keep your gifting campaigns on budget.  

Easy exchanges and modifications

The secret to getting the right gift every time? Instant digital 

exchange options. Look for a GXM solution that lets recipients 

choose from a selection of curated items or swap for a gift card. 



The ability to track and control gifting 
activity

Make sure your GXM solution tracks gifting data. Information like 

gift preferences and acceptance rates can help you strategize to 

improve employee morale and productivity. 



Simple and easy for administrators and 
executive assistants.

GiftNow helps simplify your gifting needs by handling the heavy 

lifting for you, providing you with a variety of gifting options to 

choose from. Just provide us the names and emails or mobile 

numbers of your audience and we'll handle rest.



Better gift options 


In addition to corporate swag, GiftNow offers 

products from leading retail brands including  

Target, Uniqlo and Kenneth Cole, as well as gift 

cards. Since recipients pick their own size and 

color, hard-to-gift items like clothes and shoes 

are now easily giftable.


Fully scalable


With GiftNow, sending gifts to 10,000 employees 

is just as easy as sending gifts to 10. All you need 

are their email addresses or phone numbers. You 

can send gifts instantly or schedule in advance 

for occasions like holidays and onboarding. 

No more inventory management


Say goodbye to the cardboard boxes of 

corporate swag crowding your inventory closet.  

With GiftNow, all physical gifts are sent directly 

from the retailer to the recipient, which means 

you don’t have to deal with storing or shipping 

items. 

Support for charity initiatives


GiftNow gives recipients the option to donate the 

value of their gift to charity with a single click. 

This is a popular option—in one case, as many as 

40% chose to pay it forward. 


Delightful, personalized unboxing 


Thanks to virtual unboxing experiences, GiftNow 

makes opening a digital gift feel even more 

magical than tearing open the wrapping paper 

in person. You can customize the experience, 

add video messages, and even brand it with your 

company logo and colors. 

Seamless procurement


GiftNow makes life easy for your purchasing and 

procurement department. They’ll receive an 

invoice detailing the number of gifts, total fees, 

and payment information, and can easily pay by 

ACH or credit card. 

Join the gifting revolution.


Gifting is about to get easier, more 
satisfying, and more spontaneous 
than ever before. 


giftnow.com
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https://www.giftnow.com/

